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The whole-line version of the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko (GLM) equation for a Dirac 
system is studied. A new derivation of the GLM equation is given, under weaker hypotheses 
than Frolov’s earlier treatment [ Sov. Math. Dokl. 13, 1468 ( 1972) 1, and the complete 
inversion is carried out in some explicit cases in which a spectral gap is present. Previous 
calculations of this type are restricted either to a scalar potential or degenerate gap. 
Applications are discussed in connection with optical couplers and soliton equations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dirac systems are two-component first-order systems of 
ordinary differential equations in the unknown 

0 YI v= 
’ ly21 

of the form 
p(x) 

where c > 0 is a constant and ,l is the spectral parameter. A 
prime denotes ordinary differentiation. A complete scatter- 
ing theory of ( 1.1) exists’& in whichp(x), U, (x), and u1 (x) 
are suitably small at f CO, resulting in a spectral gap 
( - c,c), i.e., the spectrum is discrete in ( - c,c) and contin- 
uous elsewhere. The definitions and properties of scattering 
quantities are given in Sec. II. 

The origin of ( 1.1) is the Dirac equation in R3 given by’ 
3 

-cjg,aj$+(Y(X) -a,d$=W (1.2) 
3 

which physically describes a relativistic electron in an elec- 
trostatic field V(x). In ( 1.2) tC, is the four-component wave- 
function, aj are the Pauli spin matrices, m is the particle 
mass, E is the energy, and c is the speed of light. If V(x) is 
spherically symmetric, then ( 1.2) is spectrally equivalent to 
the more familiar system 

Jy’ + 
V(x) - mdh 

k/x Y(x)kFmc,h Y = ;Y’ (1.3) > 
where k (integer) and h are constants. The separation of 
variables leading from (1.2) to (1.3) is given in Ref. 7. In 
order to shed more light on purely spectral questions most 
modern investigations have placed ( 1.3) into the more gen- 
eral context ( 1.1); this is the point of view taken here. 

Note in ( 1.3) that U, = u2 for the general system ( 1.1). 
For the purposes of inverse scattering, however, the case 

u, = v2 contains an inherit nonuniqueness, as will be ex- 
plained in Sec. II. In fact, the more usual assumption is 
u1 = -v2 =v,sothat (1.1) becomes 

Jy’ = 
/I - v(x) -c P(X) 

p(x) A + v(x) + c > ys 
(1.4) 

System ( 1.4) has been associated with inverse scattering for 
nonlinear evolution equations and with certain waveguide 
problems. 

We are concerned with the inverse scattering theory as- 
sociated with the whole-line version of ( 1.4)) - CO < x < CO, 
and specifically with two of its features. The first is the fun- 
damental Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko (GLM) equation 
(Sec. III), which relates scattering data to the potential 
terms p(x) and v(x), and the second is the machinery by 
which the GLM equation is actually solved (Sec. IV). Fro- 
lov* is usually credited with having derived the GLM equa- 
tion for ( 1.4) on the full line. Frolov assumes, for differentia- 
ble u(x) andp(x), the power law growth 

]u(x)]<C/(l + Ix])*+: Ip(x)I<C/(l + wfs, 
(1.5) 

where C> 0 and E > 0 (arbitrary) are constants; however, 
his paper contains no proofs. Asano and Kate’*” have estab- 
lished forward and inverse scattering theories for a non-self- 
adjoint version of ( 1.4). Assuming, also, differentiable po- 
tentials, Asano and Kato derive the GLM equation by 
relying on a Parseval relation. The setting of Asano and 
Kato is very abstract, and it seems that simple proofs of the 
existence of transformation operators and the GLM equa- 
tion, based on the ideas in Refs. 11 and 12, would be useful. 
We provide these proofs in Sets. II and III for system ( 1.4) 
under the following weaker assumptions that remove the 
differentiability hypotheses and allow some singular behav- 
ior of p and v. Let L ’ denote the usual Lebesque class on 
(- CO,CO) andletLi ={hd,‘l(l + IxI)h(x)d’};L: is 
sometimes called the Faddeev class. For hd f let 
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a,,(x) = I to lb(t) Id& * 
(T k”(x) = s co (1 + ltI)lhWldt. x 

For system ( 1.4) we now assume that p and v are locally 
integrable and that there existsfd, f fE ’ such that for all x, 

f(x)>O, f(x) =fC - xl, Iv(x) I sf-b)? 
Ip(x)l<(l+ IxlMx), Ip( fX)l<cqf(XL 

s “f(t)* dt<.(a,(x))‘. 
x 

(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Note that v(x) is allowed to have L ‘-type singularities, but 
that p(x) is bounded. The power law assumptions of Fro- 
lov* are more restrictive than ( 1.6)-( 1.9). We will make an 
additional assumption about reflection coefficients later. 

Having the GLM equation in hand we take the simplest 
explicit case, namely, the rational reflection coeficient, and 
ask whether there is a machinery leading to a solution for p 
and v. Surprisingly, there do not appear to be any results in 
the literature that solve the inverse problem for ( 1.1) with 
rational scattering data and also with a nondegenerate spec- 
tral gap. As we shall see in Sec. IV, taking c = 0 in ( 1.1) 
simplifies the entire problem enormously. Our second con- 
tribution thus comes in Sec. IV, where we solve a prototype 
inverse problem with a rational reflection coefficient and 
nontrivial gap. Our method is adapted from an analogous 
algorithm for the Schrodinger equation suggested originally 
by Kay and Moses13.’ and carried out further by Jordan14 
for purposes of the design of optical waveguides. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we 
briefly review the literature, attempt to motivate the paper 
by indicating applications, give definitions, and prove the 
existence of transformation operators. In Sec. III we derive 
the GLM equation, and we close the paper in Sec. IV with 
the complete inversion of prototype problems generated by 
rational reflection coefficients. 

II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES 
It was pointed out by Gasymov and Levitan’5”6 that 

inverse problems for the fully general system ( 1.1) are not 
uniquely solvable whether on the half-line or full line; in- 
stead, there are classes within which certain inverse scatter- 
ing problems have only one solution. To describe the classes 
we assume first that p,u+L ’ and recall that for Im(/2) > 0 
there exist Jost sohtionsf ( * ’ (x,R) of ( 1.1) which obey the 
asymptotics 

f ( f ‘(xJ)e~iwx, 
( 

t (A ‘I c)/iw)), 

(2*1) 
x+ f co, W=JF=Z 

The existence of Jost solutions holds under much weaker 
hypotheses than ( 1.6)-( 1.9),1-3*5 but the stronger condi- 
tions ( 1.6)-( 1.9) will be needed for the existence of transfir- 
mation operators I2 of ( 1.1)) which we discuss presently. The 
Jost functions of ( 1.1) are defined by3 

F’*‘(A) =f!“‘(OJ), Im(h)>O, (2.2) 
where the subscript 1 denotes the first component. The so- 
called 5 matrix, or scattering matrix, is the scalar quantity 
given by 

S(R) = F’ + ‘(/2)/F’ + ‘(A), (2.3) 
where the overbar represents the complex conjugate. This is 
the main scattering quantity for ( 1.1) on the half-line 
0(x < GO (one can also define S ( - ) = F’ - j/F’ - ) and 
work on - CO <x(O) and corresponds to the analogous S 
matrix for the Schrijdinger operator. Now we introduce for 
osx< co the orthogonal transformation”~” v(x) 
= H(x)z(x), where 

N(x) = 
( 
cos W(x) - sin W(x) 
sin w(n) cos W(x) > 

and W(x) = .f,“(u, + v, )/2, so that the z(x) system is of 
the form 

Jz,= J-W) --c 
( 

B(x) 
ii(x) > A + ii(x) + c =, (2.4) 

that is, of the form ( 1.1) with U, = - v, . Moreover, if 

I 
m v1 +u* 

-=2nn-, n an integer, 
0 2 (2.51 

then ( 1.1) and (2.4) have the same Jost function because of 
(2.3) andy(0) =z(O); thesameholdsforS(/Z).Thecorre- 
spondence from S(/z ) back to ( 1.1) must therefore be inher- 
ently nonunique unless ( 1.1) and (2.4) coincide, which they 
in fact do if u, = - u, . Indeed, Gasymov’* has given (for a 
2n-component system, actually) necessary and sufficient 
conditions on S(R) such that it should be the scattering ma- 
trix of a unique (half-line) potential in the class ( 1.5) with 
v* = - u, (see, also, Ref. 9). This justifies in some sense 
working within the general restriction vz = - 0,. Gasymov 
and Levitan15 go on to characterize the spectral function 
~(1) for the half-line problem ( 1.1) under up = - vI. The 
same authors16 also characterize the scattering phase 6(il) 
under the same restriction and assuming also ( 1.5). On the 
other hand, Weiss et aLi considered the case u, = u, and 
p(x) singular on (0,~ ) and derived the GLM equation for 
this situation by means of an integral equation that contains 
a singular term. The present authors6 have recently shown 
existence of the transformation operator and derived the 
GLM equation for the general system ( 1.1) on the halfrline 
under (1.5) and (2.5). 

Frolov’ also considered the restricted case u2 = - u, 
on - 00 <x < 00 under condition ( 1.5) in establishing the 
equation for the transformation kernel of ( 1.1) . Frolov dis- 
plays the GLM equation for the kernel, but gives no proof of 
its derivation. We will prove existence of the transformation 
operator and give our own derivation of the GLM equation 
(Sec. III) for the restricted case uz = - U, of ( 1.4) under 
(1.6)-( 1.9)+ We give the definitions of the reflection coeffi- 
cient, transformation operator, GLM equation, etc. below. 

Turning to the physical motivation for ( 1.4) we recall 
the method of Zakharov and Shabat,20~2’ which obtains (so- 
liton) solutions of iu, + U, + cIuJ*u = 0 by solving the in- 
verse scattering problem for the Dirac system 
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u; =iAu, + (I(X)&, 24; = - iAu, + q(x) u,, a system 
that is equivalent to ( 1.1) under the transformation 

u=2-l/‘( Ii y)Y 
and in which q(x) = c + U, (x) + Q(x) and u2 = - 0,. 
The first paper” takes q(x) +O, which means that a spectral 
gap is absent, but a gap appears if one allows q(x) to have 
asymptotic limits at + CO .21 Reference 2 1 is not a rigorous 
treatment; instead, it connects the nonlinear evolution equa- 
tion to the Dirac system and proceeds to derive the Mar- 
chenko equation on a heuristic basis. For example, no specif- 
ic hypothesis is placed on the reflection coefficient r(k), 
although it is necessary to have r(k) = O( l/k); see (2.17) 
and the proof of Theorem 3.1 below. Zakharov and Shabat 
then focus their discussion on the reflectionless case 
r(k) = 0, which is the pure soliton case, and proceed to de- 
scribe a two-soliton interaction. 

Grosse22 notes that solitons are similarly associated 
with a system 

y=( u(x) 
v(x) -A v(x;;;)*, - co <x-c co, 

but he allows v(x) to have asymptotic limits at f CO. This 
makes the above equivalent to (1.4) with v2 = - v, and 
c# 0. Grosse” performs an explicit inversion of the system, 
with a nondegenerate gap (c#O), but only in the reflection- 
less case (reflection coefficient = 0). In a related paper, 
Grosse and Opelt23 give another explicit (reflectionless) in- 
version based on a separation ansatz for the transformation 
kernel. 

Recently Bava et al. 24,25 have discussed a system of the 
Zakharov and Shabat type in connection with optical cou- 
plers: They begin with the system 

- + i&al = ih,, (z>a, + h,, @)a,, 
dz (2.6) 

da2 
x + iP2a2 = ih2, (zb2 + h,, @)a,, 

which is used to model the coupling between two waveguide 
modes with the propagation constants /?, and fi2. The aj are 
complex modal amplitudes. Two waveguides with, say, their 
fundamental modes excited are brought into physical prox- 
imity so that an ensemble field is formed. If $r and lct2 are the 
separate fields in isolation, then coupling theory asserts that 
the ensemble field may be written as 

%4x,z) = a, (z,$, (xl + a2 ~z,~, (xl, (2.7) 
where time dependence is suppressed and the guide is taken 
to be planar so that there is no y dependence. The transverse 
axis is x and the longitudinal axis is z, so that (2.7) repre- 
sents the interchange of power along the z axis of the fibers. 
The terms h, (z) are called coupling coefficients.26 

In Refs. 24 and 25 the system (2.6) is transformed to the 
form 

. dh I - - iQ(z)b, = kb, , 
. db, 

dz 
I- + iR(z)b, = kb,, (2.8) 

dz 
which is of the Zakharov and Shabat type, and then a pro- 
gram is presented for inverting (2.8) [i.e., solving for Q(Z) 
and R(z) ] when given a rational reflection coefficient; it is 
implicitly assumed that Q,R -+O, i.e., no gap is present. 

It should be noted, however, that (2.6) is not the optical 
coupler model that is normally used. The self-coupling terms 
h , I (z) and h,, (z) are an order of magnitude smaller26 than 
the cross-coupling terms h 12 (z) and h,, (z) and so are usual- 
ly ignored. Furthermore, the cross-coupling terms should be 
allowed to be complex and are nearly constant. Based on 
these observations we are led to introduce in (2.6) 
u, (z) = &eiB’z~, and u2 (z) = e - “zeia2z~2 with 
k = (@, - p, )/2. Then the u system is 

h 
u’ = 

ik + ih,, 12 

h 21 - ik + ih,, ” > 

Putting 

M= 1 i 
( > i 1 

and y = MU we obtain 

y'=f 
i(h,, + h2, + h2, - h,2 1 2k + h,, - h,, + h,, + h,, 

-2k+h,, -h,, +hn +h,, i(h,, + h2, -Ah,, +h,,) ‘- 

We now postulate that h,, and h,, are small, complex-val- 
ued perturbations around a constant value 
h,,(z) = c + u(z) - iv(z), h,, (z) = c + u(z) + iv(z), 
and if we incorporate these into the previous equation and 
drop the self-coupling terms h,, (z) and h,, (z) we obtain 

(; ;‘)f=b+( -cu(zp(z) c;(;;zl)~, 

which is the Dirac system ( 1.4) with k as the spectral param- 
eter. The inverse problem then amounts physically to solv- 
ing for the cross-coupling coefficients h,, and h,, . 

Before looking at the GLM equation we give a discus- 
sion of transformation operators and scattering coefficients. 

3017 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 32, No. 11, November 1991 

I 
For the rest of the paper we assume the reduced form of 
( 1.1) , namely, the system 

v(x) -c p(x) 

p(x) > v(x) + c Y+AY? --<x<cQ, 

(2.9) 

J= 

and where (unless stated otherwise) u(x) and p(x) are lo- 
cally L 2 and satisfy conditions (1.6)-( 1.9). If 
v(x) =p(x) = 0, then (2.9) has constant coefficients and 
among its solutions are thefree Jost solutions 
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where w = dm. The branch of w (R ) is chosen so that 
w(~)>OforrealR>candw(/Z)<Ofor~< -c;inparticu- 
Iar,Im(w)>OiffIm(~)>Oand w(n) = -w(x), 

The free and perturbed Jost solutions (2.1) are connect- 
ed through the transformation kernels K ( * ) (x,t) by means 
of 

f’+‘(x,R) =f:,+‘(x,A) + 
s 

= K”‘(x,t)f:,+‘(tjl)dt, 
x 

(2.11) 

+ K’-‘(x,t)f:,-‘(t,R)dt, R # fc. 

(2.12) 

Existence of the kernels for differentiable potentials has been 
proved by Gasymov’* under conditions ( 1.5)) by Asano and 
Kate,’ and by Faddeev and Takhtajan27 for potentials in the 
Schwartz (“rapidly decreasing”) class. Here we give a sepa- 
rate proof under conditions ( 1.6)-( 1.9). We give the proof 
only for K ( f ‘(x,t); a similar result holds for (2.12). 

TheoremZl:Supposethatv(x) andp(x) satisfy (1.6)- 
(1.9). Let af(x) = /,“f(t)dt, crj”(x) = .f,“(l + It 1) 
xf(t)dt, and a(x) = 1 + max(O, -x). Then a function 
K ( + ) (x,?) exists for t)x such that (2.11) holds and such 
that 

IK I,+ ‘(XJ) ww ‘(x,t) ( 
62, [ exp(c,a(x)a J*vx))a~((x + o/2)], (2.13) 

IK h+ ‘W) [,lK$+ ‘W) I 

<cl [.14(x + O/2) + exp(c,a(x)aJ”(x)) 
x QfW + w9/( 1x1 + 1) ] 9 (2.14) 

where c1 and c, are constants. The kernel iy ( + ) satisfies the 
initial conditions 

-v(x) P(X) 
P(X) v(x) > 

=K’+‘(x,x)J- JK(+)(x,x) (2.15) 

and is the uniform (in x) L ’ limit of kernels K i + ) (x,t) ,’ 

lim 
I 

- IK;+‘(x,t) - K(*)(x,t)Idt=O, 
It-03 x 

that satisfies the partial differential equation (PDE) 

J-&K:+ )(x,t) 

4 

-u,(x) -c Pn (x) 
Pn (x) ) u,(x) + c 

K I’ ‘(x,t) 

gp’ 
+at n (x,6 J f K :+‘(x,t)( ;’ z) = 0, (2.16) 

where U, (x) andp, (x) are smooth and compactly support- 
ed potentials which converge to v(x) and p(x) in the L ’ 
norm. 

Before we give the proof of Theorem 2.1 we recall some 
notation from Gasymov” and prove two lemmas. Follow- 
ing Gasymov,” we work with the following integral equa- 
tion. Let 

cl(x) = ( 
-v(x) p(x) 
p(x) > v(x) ’ 

D(x) = - @p(x) + cS,“u(t)dt - :a) 

-pa) 1 - JpP(x) + cS;v(tMf 
and consider the following integral equation for an unknown 
function A (x,t) : 

A(x,t) =D y 
( > 

-cJyt~‘21”“( - v(sM,, WI +pWA,, (~1 0 

4:+,,1’-“‘r : 

-plsM,, W) - ~(s)&(w) > 
du ds 

v(s)A,,(w) +p(sM,,W) 0 

-PC&~,, 6~) - WM,, (w) > 
du ds 

I - -- 
s 2 x 

Sl(s)(JA(s,t -x + s) - A(s,t - x + s)J)ds 

1 
s 

cx+ o/2 
-- i-i(s)(JA(s,t + x -s) + A(s,t + x - s)J)ds. (2.17) 

2 x 

The solution of (2.17) will yield the transformation kernel A = K ’ + ), but the proof is unfortunately quite complicated and 
will be given in several stages. We will first show that (2.17) has a solution A (x,t) that satisfies the bounds (2.13 ) and (2.14). 
Then we will construct a sequence K i’ ) (x,t) of kernels that are associated with smooth and compactly supported potentials 
pn -+p, u, -+p which satisfy (2.16). Following Gasymov (who assumes absolutely continuous p and v) it then follows that 
K L + ) satisfies (2.17). By our construction of K !, + ) it will follow that K I, + ) + K ( + ), where R ( + ) is the desired kernel. In 
general K ( + ‘(x,t) will not satisfy (2.16). 

Following Gasymov, for 0x we define 
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A’O’(XJ) =D y = 
( ,( 

- $4(x + W2) + a-c”,, t),*u(r)dr - $4 (x + o/a 

-$4(x + W2) 1 $.d(x + W2) + a-;+ t),*wMr 
and then successively A (’ + I) (x,t) = (XA (n)) (xJ), where X is the operator on the right-hand side of (2.17) with the term 
D((x + t)/2) omitted. One then investigates convergence of the series A (‘) + A (*) + A c2) + . . . . We will obtain bounds on 
the terms IA p’ (x,t) 1 by induction. The following lemma will give us useful flexibility in working with the operator X. 

Lemma2.2:(i) Letg(x) beapositivefunctioninL, nL, thatalsoobeys(1.9).SupposethatIA~)(x,t)I(a,((x+t)/2) 
and IA k”(x,t) I<g((x + t)/2) (i#j). Then for 01, 

I-4 WAl,l~ :2n)(X,f)I((C,/n!)a~t(X + tv2)[ay’(X)]“anw, 

IA :xG~)l,p Iz”)(X,f)I<(Cn/n!)Os((x + tv2)[ay(X)]“(IXI + 1) -W(x), (2.18) 

where c, = 4”( 2c + 1) “co and co is a constant. 
(ii) Supposethat IA~‘(x,t)I<C and IA$“‘(x,t)I<C(IxI + I)-’ (i#j).Then 

IA I;‘cw,l,lA :;‘(x,t)I<(d,/n!) [a:“(X)]“a”(X), 
IA ::‘(x,f)l,lA I;‘koI<MJn!) [ap(X)]n(lXI + 1) -W(x), (2.19) 

where d, = 4”( c + 1) “do and do is a constant. 
ProoJ (i) Beginning with n = 1 we have first that 

s 

(x + tv2 

s 

t--X+s 
A pcx,t, = c u(s) A (‘)(s u)du ds - c , s 

(X + f)/Z 

I 

t--x+s 
A :;‘(s,u)du ds 

+: j-I+ t),2 u(s;i“‘+‘: $(s,u)du ds - :[;+;,;;($“+sA $?(s,u)du ds 

1 m -- 
I 2 x 

u(s) (A ;y’ + A ;;‘) (s,t - x + s)ds - -+ 
s 

m 
p(s) (A :;’ -A ;y’, (s,t - x + s)ds 

x 

1 
s 

(X + o/2 
-- 

2 x 
u(s) (A ;;’ -A I;‘) (s,t + x - s)ds - + 

s 

(X + o/2 
p(s) (A I;’ + A :;‘, (s,t + x - s)ds 

x 

= (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) + (5) + (6) + (7) + (81, 
where we number the terms on the right-hand side of (2.20) ( l)-( 8) for reference. We have first that 

It 11 I<c ~‘̂ + ‘)” IV(S) ( ~~X~ss IA I:‘(w) Idu ds<c ~‘x+f”2 Iv(s) I I:-:_:’ c(lr+ s),z g(r)dr)du ds 

(2.20) 

<2c 
s 

(X+fv2 
x 

Iv(s>l JI:‘:~j;~X”2 (~mg(~)dr)drd.s~2cnz (y)I’r+t)‘2 Iv(s)l(s-x)ds 
I x 

x+t <2ca, - 
( > 2 

qwm, 

where we used (1.7), (1.8), and the inequality s - x<( IsI + l)cr(x>. For the second term in (2.20), 

~(2)~<fcJ(‘+t~‘2 /p(s)1 f’-X+‘g(~)duds 
, 

<C 
s x 

W’ W* Ip(s) I [rfi:“2g(r)dr ds<ca, (y) oJ’)(x), 

also by ( 1.7) and ( 1.8). By the same arguments, the third and fourth terms in (2.20) satisfy 

1(3)(<c 
s ,:+ r),2 b’(s) 1 s’-x+’ CjlYflj12 gWT)du ds<2ca, (y) c+) (y) a(x), I 

IC4,l<c - 
s (X + o/2 

/p(s)1 ~-x+sg(~)duds(2cJ1_+t~,2 Ip(sjl ~2stt-X”2g(r)drds 

<2c** (y)u;qq9. 

For (3) we used t - x(2( 1st + l)cr(x). 
To estimate term (5) we use ( 1.9); thus 

I(5) l<r Iv(s) lg ( 2s ‘: - “) &(I l~[~)‘“(j-,D+ t),2 ~)“2<~f(x)~g (~)<+)(x)~~ (y) s 
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For the remaining terms we have (7) = 0 since A I’$ = A a:), 

by (1.8), and 

l(8)1< s x (ZC+ w2 b(s) 1 f--+ r),2 g(uIdu dsw, (y) a;“(x). 

Adding these terms implies that 

IA I;‘w) lCa,((x + r)/2)o;‘Yx)a(x) 
and, similarly, 

IA ::‘(x,Q IfCa,((X + f)/2)4’)(X)(Y(X), 
where C is a constant and where in the inequalities for (3) and (4) we used a)*)((~ + t)/2)(aJ*)(x) since t)x. 

As regards A I;’ (xJ), let us begin with 

A 1 c0 ;;‘(x t) = - 9 s 

01 

2 x 
u(s) (A ;y -A I?‘, (s,t - x + s) + f 

I 
p(s) (A g’ -k A I;‘, w - x + s) 

x 

++ 
s 

(X + tv2 

x 
u(s) (A :y + A p, (s,t + x -s) - + 

s 

(X + tv2 

P(S) ( - ‘4 !Y + A p, (a + x -s) 
x 

= (9) + (10) + (11) + (12). 
This time (1.7) and (1.8) give 

I(l s x (x+ r)‘2 b(s) I J+y+ x),2 I&) f<ca, (y) c+), 

and A I!’ = A :y’ implies ( 12) = 0. Consequently, 
IA ;:‘(x,t) I<Co&x -i- tV’L)aJ”(x) (1x1 + I) - ‘a(x) 

because af(x>< [U )')<x)/( 1x1 + l)]cr(x) by an obvious argument, Similarly, 

IA :t’LW IsCa,W + tV2)o)“(x) (1x1 + 1) - ‘a(x), 
where C is a constant. We have now verified (2.18) for n = 1. To obtain A I; + r) (nJ) we simply replace A$’ in (2.18) by 
A jii;“; this leads to the terms ( 1 ), (2) ,..., ( 8)) which we can estimate as before but now do by using the induction hyp&& 
(2.18). For the first term, 

I(l)lSC s x 
(xct)‘x Ids)} ~~~~s’($f) ag (y) [oJ”(s)lnan(s)du ds 

(X + o/2 (2s + t - X)/2 

Iv(s) 1 [o>‘)(s) ] “a”(s) s 
a,(r)drds 

(t+xv* 

=2c( (n’;l,!)gg (y) [o~‘)(x)]“+‘a”+i(x) 

since (d/dx)a:‘)(x) = - (1 +x)f(x) ands-xx<(]s[ + l)a(x). Next, wehave 

1(2)l<c (x+ f)‘2 IP(S)I lI:-+: (2) CT* (y) ‘~~~~~ I” a”(s)& 
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<2c $ an+ ‘(xbg 
0 

(x;t)6’“‘“2 f(s)(l + ISI)[aj’)(s)]=ds 

(k( (n: ,,J ag (3 [a)“(x)]“+‘a”+‘(x) 
using the derivative argument and the inequality s - x< ( Is] + l)a(x) again. For the third term, 

I(~)/CCJ~:+~~,~ Iv(s)1 1’-‘+‘($) ug (F) [ay’(s)]“a”(s)ds 

(y)J];+tj,2 Iu(s)l(l + I~I)[~)“(~)]nds 

<zc ( (n “; ,,!) as (53 [+)(x)]n+ ‘an+‘W 
where this time we used t - x<2( IsI + l)a(x). The fourth term satisfies 

I(4)l<c - 
s (X + w* 

Ip(s) 1 I-‘+’ (2) ag (y) ‘~~~~~‘” a”(s)ds 

<2c I a (c,:) “+‘(xb, (y)j-,+tj,2 Ip(S)I[a)“(S)]“ds 

F3 Jlx+ r)/z 
(IsI + W(s)[aJ”(~)]“ds 

using 1p(s)]/( ]s( + l)~$(s) and (x + t)/2)x. The fifth 
term is handled the same way after noting that 

a*(W + t - xV2)<a*((x + tm. 

A factor of 2 is introduced owing to the presence ofA II’ and 
A i;‘. Also, the factor a(x) accounts for the possibility that 
x < 0. Thus the bound for (5) is 1/2c times the bound for 
(4). In the sixth term a factor of 2 arises in the same way and 
we replacep( s) by ( 1 + Is] )f(s) , yielding the same bound as 
for (5). The seventh term bound is 1/2c times the fourth 
term bound because the factor 2 arises from the presence of 
terms A I!) and A iy’, and we replace ]v(s)]/( IsI + 1) by 
fls)/( Is] + l)<( Is] + l)f(s) by (1.7). Finally, the bound 
for (8) is the same as for (5)-(7) because we replace b(s) 1 
by ( 1 + IsI )f(s). Adding everything we find 

IA I; + “(W) I<(c,/(n + 1 )!)a,((x + tV2) 

x [+(x)] “+‘an+‘(x)[4(2c+ l)] 

and, noting that c, + 1 = 4(2c + l)c,, we obtain (2.18) for 
A ;;+ 1’ 

The proofs for A:,“+“, A I;‘“, and A:;+” are han- 
dled in the same way, and we omit the details. Part (i) of 
Lemma 2.2 is now proved. Part (ii) follows in a similar way; 
the details are again omitted. n 

The following lemma will be needed for the approxima- 
tion by smooth potentials. It will also enable us to generalize 
Theorem 2.1 by allowing the coefficient p( x) to be singular 
as well. 

3021 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 32, No. 11, November 1991 
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Lemma 2.3: Suppose that p(x) = v(x) = 0 for Ix] > R 
and thatp(x),v(x)d, *. Then for n)l, 

IA~‘(x,~)I(CZ*“-‘[~;,~,‘,~, (x)/(n - l)!]a”(x), 
where C and C are appropriate constants. 

Prooj Note that on the basis of (2.20) we have that 
A(x,t) = 0 whenever x + t> 2R. Hence the inequality is 
only of interest in the region { (XJ) :x < t < 2R - x). First we 
consider n = 1. By (2.20) and the subsequent estimates, it 
follows that IA ~~‘(x,t) I<Ca(x) for some C. Note that we 
may use the Schwarz inequality to estimate term (6) [as we 
did with (5) ] so as to accommodate singularities in p(x). 
Similar estimates hold for the other matrix elements of 
A (XJ) ; for all of them the constant C can be chosen. Consid- 
ering n = 2 we conclude from (2.20) that 

IA I?(x,t) I<Ca(xWa(x) + 2) s - (IuWl + IpWI)ds. 

The factor 2ca (x) + 2 arises from fombining terms ( 1) and 
(2),(3)and(4),(5)and(6),and(7)and(8).Terms(l)- 
(4) give rise to the extra factor a(x). Hence we put 
E = 2c + 2. The assertion of Lemma 2.3 for n > 2 now fol- 
lows by iteration. n 

Proof of Theorem 2.1: We fix x0 arbitrary and assume 
that t>x~x,. If p(x) and v(x) satisfy conditions (1.6)- 
( 1.9)) then A r’ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 (i) 
with g(x) being an appropriate multiple of f(x). Then by 
(2.18), summing A (‘) + A (2) + 0.. yields an absolutely 
and uniformly (on x0 <x<t ) convergent series such that 
when the term A (‘) is included we obtain a solution of the 
integral equation (2.17). 
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Passing to the next phase of the construction, we will 
show that with K ( + ) = A the left-hand side of (2.11) repre- 
sents the Jost function for (2.9). Now let R > 0 be arbitrary 
and define 

pR(X) = ;(x), 1 , 
;;;<R, 

, 
v,(x) = 

v(x), xoG<R, 

0, x>R, 

so that pR and vR are cut-off versions ofp and v. Obviously, 
(2.17) has a solution corresponding to the cut-off potentials, 
and we denote it by A, (XJ) . The next step is to show 

- IAW) -A, (x,t) Idt+o, R-, oo (x>x, 1, (2.21) 

Since A and A, satisfy (2.17)) then 

A -A, = (A co) -A k”‘) 

+ (X-X,M, +%(A-A,), (2.22) 

where X, is the operator X with p and v replaced by pR 
and vR , respectively; A 2’ is the corresponding cutoff version 
of A (O). 

If we set 

fR (x) = 

%(X) = 

and 

;>,“; <R 
0 t 

x> R, 
x0 <x<R, 

c+;‘(x) = 
a>“(x), x > R, 

+‘(R), x0 <x<R, 
then 
(A;‘(x,t) - A k:; (x,t) I Gq,$x + t)/2), 

IA j,?(x,t) -A k:B (x,t)l~~*f~t(x -I- Q/2), 
(2.23) 

i#k 
which accounts for the first term on the right-hand side of 
(2.22). Looking at the term (F - X,)A, in (2.21), we 
will use the bounds (2.13) and (2.14) on A, in the form 

fAR,ii (X,t) (SC(xo )a/((X + t)/2), 
[AR,ik (X,t) I<C(Xo) [ A(X + t)/2) (2.24) 

+ Cl/(lxl + l)bf((x + t)/2)], i#k. 

Here the constant C( x0 ) absorbs the dependence on x0 that 
arises from the exponential factors in (2.13) and (2.14). 
Note that pR and vR obey ( 1.6)-( 1.9) with the samefasp 
and v do and thatp - pR and v - uR obey ( 1.6)-( 1.9) withf 
replaced by f, . Define a matrix 3, (x,t) such that B,,, (x,t) 
and BRsik (x,t) are given by the right-hand sides of the in- 
equalities in (2.24)) respectively. Then write 

BR = BX” + B (2) R , 

where 

Bk’:(x t) = C(x r ’ )a ((x + t)/2) 0 f , 

B k!!k cw) = C(x, ,fi(x + tV2), 
B 2: (X,?) = 0, 

-e$k (W = ax, )q((x + t)/2)( 1x1 + 1) - ‘. 
We can estimate (X - XrR )B k*’ by means of part (i) of 

Lemma 2.2 [with g = C(x, )f and f = fR ] and 
(cw” - jYR )B g’ by means of part (ii) ~ We obtain 
l((~-~R)AR(x,t))iiI~C(xO)a/((x f t)/2) 

Xajb)(xb(x), (2.25) 
It(x - x, MS t&t)), lSC(X, )aff(X + t)/2) 

XaJi’(x) ( 1x1 + 1) - ‘a(x). 

Putting DR = A (‘) - A g’ + (X - X, )AR and using 
(2.23) and (2.25) gives 

ID,,, txSt) jSc(xO) [ %((X + t)i2) 

+ qt(x + t)L%j~‘(xh(x) 1, 

(&&,t)}~Cb,) [ fRt(x + 012) (2.26) 
+ Oj((X + W2)a (“(Xl h 

X(/x} + I)-‘a(x)]. 
On the basis of A - AR = D, + %(A - A, ) we can find 
A -AR by iteration. By Lemma 2.2, the iterations will pro- 
ducethefactors C”[cr(x)a $I) (x) ] “/n! that ensure conver- 
gence. As a result, we obtain 
l((A -AR )‘Cx>t))ii[S~(XO) [@/R((X + f)/2) 

+ qux -I- w2bf;‘w ] f 

(((A -AR ) C&t)), 1 So (2.27) 

+ (y)+%(y) 

.,(2+,,'(x)]. 

Now (2.21) follows immediately from these estimates and 
the fact that f(x)& f upon letting R-t 00. 

The last stage of the proof will be to replace A, with a 
kernel arising from smooth cut-off potentials. Thus let R > 0 
continue to be arbitrary and let E > 0. One way to approxi- 
mate the cut-off potentialsp, and uR by smooth potentials is 
by means of the formulas 

PR,r(X) =e-’ O” I 0 --m 
j $ pR (X - tldt, 

m 

vx,e(x) = e-’ 
I 0 

j 5 o,(x-t)dt, 

wherej(x) is a Cm finition with support in, say, [ - l,l], 
and Sl_ ,j(x)dx = 1. ThenpR,c +pR and vR,B -+uR, e-0, in 
the L * sense for any 1 <p < 00. Note that pR,B and vRFr have 
support in [ - E,R + E]. 

Let A,,, (x,t) be the solution to (2.17) corresponding to 
~R,E and uR,@ is% 

A R,E - --A k:: + ~R,~R,o 
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where X,,, refers to the potential terms pR,r and vR,<. We 
will now show that 

O” IA, (-W) --~,&,f)ldt-rO, e--*0 (x2x0). (2.28) 

First we have 

A, -A,,, = (A k”’ - A ;;: 1 + (x, - XR,, MR,~ 

+ X, (AR - A,,,) 

=DR,r +3’-R(AR -A,t.cL (2.29) 

using obvious notation for the term D,,, . For fixed R the first 
term (A 2’ - A kj: ) -+O, e--t0 in the L ’ sense since 
PR,c *PR 9 vRr+vR. Next, we consider the term 
cxR - xR,;)AR,c From Lemma 2.3 we know that 
IAR,~ - A ky: 1 CC, where x + t<2R, x > x0. This is so be- 
cause the estimates that lead to the constant Care all given in 
terms of L ’ or L * integrals of vR,c (x) andpR,+ (x) and hence 
these norms are bounded by constants independent of e for E 
small. Acting with (X, - XR,+) on A,,, gives rise to 
terms that have been discussed in the proof of Lemma 2.2. It 
follows that 

I(r, - ~~,<)&,&c(d, 
where C(E) +O as e-+0. The reason is that the difference 
%R - xR,s contains the differences vR - vR,+ and 
pR - pRec that appear through their L ’ and L 2 norms. Then 
by iterating (2.20) it follows that (2.21) holds. Note that the 
t integral in (2.21) is a finite integral since A, (x,t) and 
A,., (x,t) are zero for x + t>2(R + E). 

Now go back to the solution A (x,t) of (2.17) and write 
it as 

A cAR,~ + (A -AR) + (AR -AR,c)* (2.30) 
Then AR,, -+A (R--+ OO,E+ 0) in the L ’ sense. The associat- 
ed potentials pR,r and vRer are smooth and compactly sup- 
ported. For these potentials, Gasymov’s method shows that 
the PDE (2.16) with v, = vR,c andp, = pRsE has a unique 
solution K,,, (x,t), which furthermore satisfies (2.17)) with 
the smooth and cut-off potentials and which is such that the 
function 

f,t,c (x,2) =fO tx,a) + s a, &z,&,f)fo (x,a)dt (2.31) x 

solves the Dirac equation (2.9) with v = vR,s andp =P~,~. 
WithA,, = K, 6 and introducing A, into (2.30)) we can let 
R-CO and e-td in (2.31). By the boundedness off0 (x,/z), 
R # fcandA,,+A inL ‘, we see that in the limit (2.3 1) 
yields 

g(x,il) =fo (x,il) + - K ( + ‘(x,t)f, (x,il)dt, (2.32) 

where g is defined to be the limit. On the other hand, the 
function (2.31) is the Jost solution for the Dirac equation 
with the smooth cut-off potentials, so one has the variation 
of parameters formula 

m fR.< (x,/z) =f, (x,/z) - I Y, ‘CGA) Yo (t,a) x 

X 
-PR,s(') vR,e(f) 

vR,e(f) PR.a(') 
(2.33) 

where Y. is the fundamental matrix solution of (2.9) with 
Y. (0) = I and the perturbation terms p and v are dropped. 
Letting R+ 00 and e--r0 in (2.33) shows that the limit 
g(x,;l) satisfies (1.1); thus g(x,;l) =f(x,il) and (2.32) is 
equivalent to (2.11) with K = K + . Since A (x,t) satisfies 
the bounds (2.13) and (2.14), the proof of Theorem 2.1 is 
now complete. H 

The proof for K ( - ) carries over. Note that from ( 1.6)) 
( 1.8), and (1.9) it follows that b(x) 1 <.f”_ _f(t)dt and that 
in the estimates integrals of the form J? m [h(t) Idt and 
J?-,(l+ Itl)lh(t)ldt willreplacea,(x)anda~“(x),re- 
spectively. 

Theorem 2.1 can be slightly generalized as follows. 
Corollary 2.4: Suppose that conditions ( 1.6)- ( 1.9) are 

satisfied for IxI> R, and that for 1x1 <R, the coefficients 
v(x) and p(x) are in L ‘. Then Theorem 2.1 holds. 

In other words, the coefficients p(x) and v(x) may be 
singular inside a bounded region. We only sketch the proof. 
First, we again write A -AR =A co) -A k”’ 
+ (X-X,)A, +X(A-AA,),whereRisacut-offra- 

dius such that R > R,. In order to control the term 
(X - X, )A, we write vR = vR,r + vR,*, where vR.l is 
supported in 1x(< R, and vR,2 is supported in R, < 1x1~ R. 
A similar decomposition is introduced for pR. Then we 
have that A, = A,,, + A R.2, where AR,k solves 
A - A k$ + XRAR,k. R,k - The equation with k = 1 is now 
covered by Lemma 2.3 and the equation with k = 2 is cov- 
ered by Lemma 2.2. It follows that A, +A as R + CQ (in the 
L ’ sense with respect to t). The matrix A, can be approxi- 
mated by one involving smooth potentials and the proof of 
Corollary 2.4 can be completed by following the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. n 

For real /z such that f( * )(x,2) exist, we note that 
{f’+‘(x,;l), f’+‘(x,;l)) and if’-‘(x,il), f’-‘(x,il)) 
are fundamental sets of solutions to (2.9). Therefore, 

f(+)(X,a) =b(il)f’-‘(x,R) Sa(/Z) f’-‘(x,A) 

for the scalar functions a@) and b(;l ) . Using a superscript 
T to denote transpose and recalling that (vTJz)’ = 0 for two 
solutions of (2.9) we obtain, from the above equation, 

a(R) = f’ - ‘(x,/l) =Jf ( + ‘(x,;l) 

(f’-‘(x,A)=J f’-‘(x,/l))’ 

b(A) = f’-‘(x,/l) =Jf’+)(x,;1) 
( f ( - ‘(x,/l) =Jf ( - ‘(x,R)) 

(2.34) 

for Im(/Z ) > 0. We also introduce 

c(A) = -f’-‘(x,rUTJ f’-‘(x,il) 

= 2(;1+ c)/iw, Im(il) > 0, 
where we have put x = - CO intof ( - ‘(x,il) ‘J f ( - ‘(x,2) 
and used (2.1) . In fact, if we fix x in (2.11), substitute into 
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(2.34)) and let }A [ + CO through real values, the Riemann- 
Lebesque theorem shows that 

a(R)-1, b(A)-tO, [A[Aw, R real. (2.35) 

It is easy to show that f’+‘(x,A) = O(etrmAiX), x>O 
andf ( + ‘(x+l) = O(e -(lmA)x) forImR>O,X+ I- oo;sim- 
ilar results hold for f ( - ) (x,/2 ) . Thus the Phragmen-Linde- 
liif theorem applies to a(n), so that we further have, from 
(2.351, 

a(A)-1, /,2]-~0, /z complex. (2.36) 
As for the scattering matrix on the full line we will need 

only one entry, namely, the reflection’ coeflcient defined by 
r(A) = b(A)/a(/z). (2.37) 
It follows from (2.36) and (2.37) that r(/Z)-+O as 

In I -+ to through real values, but it is also true that 
r(a) =0(1//z), Ia l-*00. (2.38) 

To prove (2.38) we evaluate the Wronskians in (2.34) and 
obtain 

- r(a) = 
F’-‘(a) . f:-‘(w) f:+‘(w) 
F’-‘(a) f;-‘(o,n) -f:+‘(o,n) 
x f;-‘Ku) 

c 
f:+‘(w) --I 

; - ‘(O/l) -f; + ‘(0,/l) > 

= F’-‘(a) . m’-‘(a) -m’+‘(a) 
F’ - ‘(a) m’-‘(a) -m’+‘(a) ’ 

(2.39) 

where m’ + ‘(h) are the Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficients of 
(2.9) at + CO given by (see Refs. 2, 3, and 5) 
m’*)(A) =f:*)(O;l)/f, ( * ) (04 ) . In Ref. 3 one finds that 
the Jost functions f i * ‘(OA) are asymptotically constant at 
to, and it follows5 that m’ *)(il) = 4 i + 0( l//2), 
~/i(-u3. Substituting these estimates into (2.39) yields 
(2.38). 

It is known2 that r(R) is continuous in jA I>c except 
possibly for R = -& c. For the endpoints we need to make the 
assumption (compare Frolov’ ) that 

r(;l) is continuous for \A 1%. (2.40) 
If the potentials u(X) and p(x) in (2.9) satisfy the 

stronger growth condition v,pc.L i, then one can prove’* 
that r(A) is continuous for In [ >c. 

We close the section with a corollary to Theorem 2.1 
that asserts that the eigenvalues of (2.9) in ( - c,c) are finite 
in number. 

Corollary: The number of eigenvalues of (2.9) in 
(- c,c) is finite. 

Proofi- We base this proof on the method in Ref. 11. TO 
begin, the eigenvalues coincide with the zeros of the analytic 
function a(,%) in ( - c,c). We want to show that these zeros 
do not cluster in [ - c,c], In the vector Hilbert space 
L2=~f=(f,f2)~~~mm(~f,12+lf2(*)<~~theco~e- 
sponding eigenfunctions are f’+‘(xjli) ==b(Aj)f(-’ 
(X,Rj ), where Rj is an eigenvalue. By the orthogonality 
of eigenfunctions, s”_, [f:+‘(.Gj)fl+‘(ww 
+fk+’ (x,/lj )f $ + ) (x,,ln, ) ] dx = 0; the same relationship 

holds,ofcourse,forf’-‘(Xs2j)andf’-’(%~k).By(2.11), 

f ( + ‘(xjc) = ((A +;)‘iw)eiWx 

+ co K(+)(x,t) (A -I- cl/iw 
1 > 

eiW, dt 
, 

(2.41) 
where I,” \K ‘+‘(x,f)ldt+O as X-+CO. For -c<A<c we 
have that iw is real, and thus both components off ( + ‘(x+X) 
are real. Let w = &, so that/z = Jw, Since the second 
term in (2.41) tends to zero, x -+ 03, then for X0 sufficiently 
large, 

f I + ‘(x2& )f I + )(x/L > 

= >(c+Fiw+&?z) ,-(p,+p,,x x)xo 

4PjPk 
, , 

and thus f, “‘(x~~)fl*‘(xjl,)>((C+~~f2/ 
4PjPk )e - (crl -c “)’ for 0 <pj <cl0 and 0 <,u~ (po, with p. 
fixed, and x)x,. Similarly, by ( 2.4 1) , 
f:+‘(x,;lj)f:+‘(x,&) 

<e -‘“4~k)x(2+c/21cti)(2+C/2Llk). 
Now choose PO so small that 
Cc + &7Z7)/CZp) > 2 + (c/2p) for 0 q.Kpo. Then 
from the above inequalities we obtain, for some e0 > 0 and 

0 <pj? pk <PO, 

I 
; [f;“(&‘$>f~“b&, 

+f:+‘(xsli)f:+‘(x~/Z,)]dX)Eo>O. (2.42) 
A similar result may be formulated for the integral over 
(-co,- X0) with respect tof’-‘(x,Ai) andf’-‘(x,Ak). 
The argument may now be completed as in Marchenko” 
(pp. 300-301) by assuming a cluster point il, ( = rt_ c) of 
eigenvalues, letting /z,#%k +rZo, and then showing that the 
limit of (2.42) (and its counterpart fox-f’ - ) ) is inconsistent 
with orthogonality of the eigenfunctions. 

III. THE GLM EQUATION 
We assume ( 1.6)-( 1.9) and (2.40) and begin with the 

eigenvalue problem (2.9). The spectrum is continuous in 
(-co,-- c ] and [c, CO ) , and there are at most finitely many 
eigenvalues /2, ,...,/ZN in ( - c,c). By (2.34) the eigenvalues 
arethe(simple) zerosofa (becausef’?‘andf(‘) 
linearly independent: Note by ( 2.11) that f ( * ) (x,A ) is con- 
tinuous and real in the gap - c < /2 <c, where w(/z ) is purely 
imaginary; thus a(n) is real analytic in the gap). Thus we 
can form the constants 

cj = l/a’(/Zi), l&h? 

We also let wj = dv. Recalling the continuity of r(A ) , 
define 

t,(X)=~~~r(/2)(-(a~c”iW (A_Ic),iw) 
iw 

Xze ( > - iwx dw, (3.1) 
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where we integrate with respect to w (w dw = A d/z) and 
view R = R(w) = dm. Finally, let 

R(x) = ttltX) lrt*CX)) +j$l(cjb~))e-itu~ 

X 
- (iii + c)/iwj 1 

1 (Aj - C)/iWj > 

(3.2) 

for all x. 
Theorem 3.1: The transformation kernel K ( - ‘(xJ) of 

(2.9) subject to ( 1.6)-( 1.9) satisfies 

Rbty) +K’-‘W) 

I 

x 
+ K’-‘(x,t)R(t+y)dt=O (3.3) 

-co 
for arbitrary x and y, x <y. 

Remark: Theorem 3.1 is the matrix GLM equation for 
(2.9). A similar equation holds for the kernel K ( + ) (xJ), 
with the integral ranging over x < c < CO. To formally solve 
the inverse problem one starts with r(A), substitutes it into 

(3.21, solves (3.3), and obtains the potential in (2.9) via 
(2.16). The problem of characterizing the scattering data, 
i.e., giving necessary and sufficient conditions on r(il) such 
that it should be the reflection coefficient for an operator 
(2.9) with coefficients in some fixed class, such as that de- 
scribed by ( 1.6)-( 1.9)) has been discussed in Ref. 9. Gasy- 
moP , who has obtained the necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the corresponding half-line problem; those 
conditions, as is true for the Schriidinger case,” are ex- 
tremely complicated. We do not address the characteriza- 
tion question in this paper, but instead go through the formal 
inversion procedure (3.2) and (3.3) in Sec. IV with some 
explicit calculations. 

Prooj Following the ideas in Ref. 11 we write 

[l/a(A) - lIf’+‘(x,il) = r(A)f’-‘(x,A) 

+ f’-‘cd) -f’+‘w) 

by (2.37) and the definitions ofa and b(il). Now substi- 
tuting from (2.11) we obtain 

[&- llf(+)(x,n, =r(A)[e-iw( m(A~c”iw)+Jx K(-)(x,r)e-iwt( m(A:c)‘iw)df] 

+ [eiw.x((” +f”“> + j-1 m K C1.;,x,tjeiwc( (’ +{)‘iw)df] 

-[ei-((~+f)‘iw)+~mlY(CI(X,f)eiLUr((’+IC)’iW)dr]. (3.4) 

In (3.4) x is arbitrary and 2 is a complex number not in the 
continuous spectrum - co<A<--c, c<A<co. Lety<x 
and multiply (3.4) by eeiUy((;l + c)/iw,l)p(;l), where 

p(A) = t ; ( >( l 
2 - 2diw > ’ 

and integrate the result over the counterclockwise contour 
C, consisting of the circle 11 1 = R, for large R, indented 
with horizontal slits from - R to - c and from c to R. The 
slits should actually be parallel lines slightly above and be- 
low the real axis and capped at * c by small semicircles, so 
that the contour avoids the continuous spectrum. We will let 
R + CO and shrink the contour to horizontal slits. The result 
of multiplying the left-hand side of (3.4) by 
e -‘Uy((;l+c)/iw,l)~(il)isrealinthegap -c</2<csince 
w = w( R ) = dm is imaginary there. Hence the new 
left-hand side continues analytically into the lower half- 
plane by reflection except for its only singularities, which are 
the zeros of a (;1) ( the eigenvalues ) in the gap. Summing the 
residues gives, for the integral [ f + (x,/z) is analytic], 

j= 1 

s 
K ( - ) (x,t)e - iw,t 

-co 
ix( )p 

( 
- (A : c)‘zwj dt 

3 I 
- iwfl ;li + c 

-,l UjL 
iwj 

(3.5) 

where we used a(Aj) = 0 and, consequently, 
f’+‘(x,Aj) = b(;li)f’-‘(x,Aj) and then (2.11). Eventual- 
ly, the shrinking/expanding contour encloses all the eigen- 
values in ( - c,c), so that (3.5) gives the value ofthe limit, as 
R + 00 and the capped horizontal segments approach slits, of 
the integral over C, . Hence ( 3.5) also equals the value of the 
integral of the right-hand side of (3.4), multiplied by 
e -i“‘y((A + c)/iw,l)p(/z), over the rays IR I>c, where each 
ray /z < - c and il >c is integrated twice. The ray /z >c is inte- 
grated forward over the top edge and backward over the 
bottom edge, and similarly foril< - c. We have used the fact 
thata(R)--+1,1;1 I-+~,andthatf’+‘(xJ)e-i”yisbounded 
for y <x and Im(/S) > 0 by (2.1), so that the contribution 
from the outer loop lil ( = R vanishes as R + CO. We also used 
the fact that r(;l) and the factor e-i”‘Y((R + c)/iw,l)p(A) 
contain only integrable terms near il = f c, so that the con- 
tributions from the small semicircles around + c also vanish 
as the contour shrinks. Finally, the values of the integrand 
along the top and bottom edges of each ray )/z 1 >c are com- 
plex conjugates of each other. 

The right-hand side of (3.4), including the multiplica- 
tive factor, is 
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- 
s 

m K ( + )(x,t)eiwr 
a+c 
- 

( k 
iw 

x 1 
t*emiwy (* ,I)&). (3.6) 

Let us designate the integrals of the terms in (3.6) by I-IV 
and evaluate each in turn. For the frrst term we have 
I=t, +i,,wheret, =t,(x+y)asin(3.1): 

t, = s ,~,> r(A)e-‘” ( - (A. + c)/iw 
c 1 > 

XeMiwY((A -t c)/iw,l)p(A)dA 

(2 + c)*/w’ (A + c)/ - iw 
=(+JJ1,r(A)((R+c)/iw 1 > 

0 1 
x1 ( - 2c/iw 

,-iw(x+y) w(R)dw 
a 

= [I, r(A)(@ +;)‘iw (a -‘,,/i3 
x E ,-itNxtY)dw, 

(. > 

where we used 

(A + cl2 _ 2c(R + cl = (2 -I- ‘I$ -cl = 1 
u? W2 

and A dA = w dw. The exponential factor coupled with 
(2.38) makes the integral converge. The second term is giv- 
en by II = t2 + &, where noting the bounds (2.13) and 
(2.14) (forK’-‘), 

Xdt*eTiWY((A + c)/iw,l)p(A)dA 

=JI, r(R) (I_K(-)(x,t) 

1 
> (A - c)/iw 

-iiur(t+Y) &dw 

x 
= 

s 
K’ - ‘(x,t)t, (y + t)dt (3.7) 

--Lo 

after interchanging the order of integration that will now be 
justified. It will be sufficient to treat one component of (3.7) 
at a time, and we look only at 
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e-'""'+Y' &dwe 

It is further sufficient to justify interchanging the order of 
integration for $: eD r(/Z).f”_ m k(x,t)e- w+Y) dt dw, 
where k(x,t) is a scalar function satisfying (2.13) and 
(2.14). This expression is the limit as M- CO of 

JyM dill J: m k(x,t)e-i”“SY) dt dw 

=Jy, k(x,t) ~~Mr(A)e-imC’+~‘dwdt 

= k(.-MG,(t + y)di, (3.8) 

with obvious notation, and GM (t + .P) has a limit G( t + v> 
as M+ 00 by (2.38) and the exponential factor. By the Plan- 
cherel theorem29 GM -+G in L ’ and Gd, ‘, so that 
llk(x, )(G,s, - GIlI, <llMx, )~~2@&4 - GII, -0, M-, ~0, 

i.e., J-f-, k(x,tWjw(f +y)dt--S”_ o, k(x,t)G(t +yW 

Therefore, letting M- 03 in (3.8) justifies the interchange 
and proves (3.7). 

Passing on to term III in (3.6) we have III = t, +& 
with 

K( - )(x,t)eiw('-Y) & 

x (A +c)/iw 
( 1 

Here we will substitutea = f dm, taking the plus sign 
for A>c (w>O) and the minus sign for A< -c(w<O). 
Now introduce T(w) = .f”_ mK(-)(x,t)eiW(‘-Y’ dt and let 
s = jm be the positive square root. Then we have 

t, =p_, T(w) (+)((-yw (_,_‘,,/,) 

x( -$dw+ba T(w) (+) 

where we replaced A by s for A > c and R by - s for A < - c. 
Therefore, 
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t3 +t, =I, T(W) (+)((-s;c)‘iw ( -;j,iw)( -;)dw 

+b- T(w) ($) (‘“+T:‘” ,s_c:,iw) (+)dw 

+~, T( -w)( -~)((-s’f)‘-iw (_,,:,-iw)( -~)dW 
+J*,- T( -w)( -+)((S+c~-iw (s-,;-iw)(~)dw. 

Replace w by - w in the fourth integral and combine the result with the first, and do the same with the second and third. The 
result is 

I 

m m m 
= T( w)dw = 

I I 

KC - )(X,f)eiw(r-~) dt dw = 27rK ( - ) (x,y) 
-ca --m -cc 

by the inverse Fourier transform and noting that K ( - ) (x,t) = 0 for t > x. Similar calculations for term IV in (3.6) result in 
IV=& +‘i, with& +t, =2rK’+‘(x,y) =Osincey<x. 

Equating (3.5) with terms I-IV, we have 

2ni i cjb(Aj) e-i~‘“+y’I+ Kc - )(X,t)e-iwl(ffY) dt i I( >( (;ti + c)/ - iwj 1 
j= 1 z 1 (;li - c)/iwj > 

c 

x 
=t,(x+y) + t,(x+y) + K’-‘W[t,(y+t)+ tl(y+t)]dt+2?rK’-‘(x,y) 

J-CO 

n 

and then recalling (3.2) we obtain (3.3). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3.1. 

IV. RATIONAL REFLECTION COEFFICIENT 

In this section we obtain some explicit solutions to the 
GLM equation generated by a rational reflection coefficient 
r(R). We will consider the one- and two-pole cases. 

For the one-pole case let - c <a < 0 and r(R) 
=- iu/( w - ia). The normalization r(0) = 1 corre- 

sponds to there being no “zero-energy bound state.“’ First 
let x < 0. For the function t, of ( 3.1) we have 

tdx+~)J~,~[(, 3 
+t(;’ “,)+$(; ;)]dw 

=A (x) +fi (xl +A (xl, (4.1) 
with the obvious notation. We do the integration in (4.1) by 
the residue theorem using the semicircle IwI = R and the 
segment - R < w< R together with a vertical slit from w = 0 
tow=ic;seeFig. 1. 

In actuality, the horizontal path is just above the real w 
axis and the vertical slit consists of two parallel segments on 
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I 

either side of the imaginary axis and capped with a small 
semicircle about ic; then we let R -+ CO and shrink the con- 
tour. Owing to the term e- i”‘X, which is small on the outer 
loop since x < 0, the contribution from the outer loop tends 
to zero as R -, CO by Jordan’s lemma. The integral around the 
full contour vanishes because all terms in (4.1) are analytic 
inside since a < 0. Thus (4.1) equals the negative of the inte- 

FIG. 1. The integration in Eq. (4.1) by the residue theorem. 
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gral over the slit, up the left side and down the right. The 
integral up and down slit is not zero because il changes signs, 
negative to positive, crossing over the slit. However, noting 
(4.1) we see that each fk (x) is purely imaginary since w and 
dw are purely imaginary on the slit. Checking with (3.2) it 
follows that t, (x) for x < 0 makes no contribution to R(x). 

In the program of Ref. 14 for the Schrodinger operator 
the reflection coefficient is rational, with poles on the posi- 
tive imaginary axis. The function that corresponds to t, (x) 
is evaluated by summing residues, so that it becomes a sum 
of exponentials. The same exponentials are fed into the dis- 
crete part of (3.2) and the norming constants cj are adjusted 
so as to cause R(x) to vanish identically for x < 0; this is 
crucial for the further evaluation of R (x) for x > 0 (see our 
calculation below). Thus in the present case we need to omit 
the discrete part of ( 3.2) in order to have R (x) = 0, x < 0. 
Thus the Dirac system (2.9) is in this context inherently 
different from the Schrijdinger equation. 

Thus suppose we omit the discrete spectrum in (3.2)) so 
that R(x) = 0 for x < 0, and proceed to calculate R (x) for 
x > 0. Form in the lower half-plane the mirror image of the 
contour used in the x < 0 case except for the portion of a 
small circle about w = ia, traversed counterclockwise and 
connecting the nearby vertical paths that will become the slit 
from zero to - ic when the contour shrinks; see Fig. 1. The 
radius of the small circle will approach zero as the contour 
shrinks. As in the former case the contribution to t, (x) from 
the vertical slit is purely imaginary, so that its contribution 
to R(x) vanishes. As the contour shrinks the contribution 
from the small circle about ia has a limit that may be evaluat- 
ed by integrating around the full (small) circle, If we decom- 
pose the integrand as in (4.1) one may calculate that the 
contributions from the (c/A) and (iw//2) terms are purely 
imaginary. The residue from the remaining term is 

($) eax( -0’ y) 

and, therefore, 

Turning now to the Marchenko equation (3.3) we can 
first put x <O and y = x, so that the terms 
R(x+y) =R(2x) ==O and R(t +y) =R(t +x) =O. 
Thus the solution is K ( - ‘(x,x) = 0 and it follows from 
(2.12) that p(x) = 0 and u(x) = 0 for x<O in (2.9). For 
x+y>O (3.3) becomes 

ea(x+y)(, T,) + Kc-‘(x,y) 

e=“+J” dt = 0, 

e”“+F(y) +JIyF(t)c ~a)e’“‘dt=O, 

(4.2) 

whereP(y) = K ( - ‘(x,y)e - ay with x > 0 fixed. It is the sim- 
plified lower limit -y in (4.2), a result of R(x) =0 for 
x < 0, that allows us to solve (4.2). Considering the (2,2) 
component of (4.2) the equivalent equation is 
FS2 (Y) - aFz2 ( - y)e- 2ny = 0. Substituting this into its 
own derivative gives FF2 (y) + 2aF;, (y) f a2Fz2 (y) = 0, 
and we have the boundary conditions Fz2 ( - x) = aenX, 
F& ( - x) = a2eox. The general solution to the second-order 
equation is F,, (y) = c, (x)e-“* + c2 (x)ye-“Y, and the 
boundary conditions imply c, (x) = a/( I- 2ax) and 
cZ (x) = 2a2/( 1 - 2ax). Thus Fz2 (y) = aemQy( 1 -I- 2ay)/ 
(1 -2ax), and then Kz2(x,y) =a(1 -t2ay)/ (1-2~~). 
The calculation for F,, is similar and leads to 
Kj,‘(xy) = - a for all x and y. For the off-diagonal com- 
ponents ‘of F we have the integral equations F@(y) 
1. aI”_ ,,FG ( t)e2”’ dt = 0, from which Fi, (x) = 0 follows, 

and, therefore, K I; ‘(x,y) = K i; “(x,y) = 0. Finally, 
(2.16) gives the solutions 

u(x) = 0, p(x) = - 2a/( 1 - 2ax), x>O. 

As it happens, we can reverse the analysis in this exam- 
ple by starting with the computed potential 
u(x) =p(x) = 0 for x<o and u(x) = 0, 
p(x) = - 2a/( 1 - 2ax) for x > 0 and calculate in the “for- 
ward” direction that r(L) = - ia/(w - ia). Thus we are 
able to close the loop starting with the scattering data, going 
to the potential terms, and then going back to the scattering 
data.Infact,ifforx>O,u=Oandp= -2a/(l--ax), 
then (1.1) becomes y; =pyl + (/z+c)y,, -y; 
= (;1 -I- c)y, i-pyz. Thus y;’ = P’Y, + PY; + (A + cl 
x [ - (A - C)Y, -PY*l = P’Y, +PY; - W”Y* - (2 + C)PYz 
=P’Y, + PY; - W’Yl - py; + p’y,. Using the fact that 

p’= -p2 this becomes yl' = - w"y 1, so that 
y1 = cIeiwx + c2e - iwx is the first component of the general 
solution. Using the above equations one can show that the 
independent solutions are 

( 
e IWX 

eiwx[iw + 2a/( 1 - 2ax))/(A + c) > ’ 

( 
e - iwx 

> e-‘“(-iw+2a/(l-2ax))/(A+c) ’ 
Thus for x > 0, apart from a factor depending only on/z and 
w, we have 

f’ + )(&A) = e”ox ( 1 
(iw + 2a/( 1 - 2ax))/(A + cl > ’ 

Forf’ - ‘(x,R) we match at x = 0 the values of 

f( - )tx,A) = e-iwx 
( 

’ 
> - iw/(R + cl ’ (x<O) 

and 
f’- ‘c-4) 

= c, eiwx ( 1 
(iw + 2a/( 1 - 2ax))/(J. -l- c) > + C2e-‘WX 

1 
X ( ( - iw + 2a/( 1 - 2fzx))/(A -t Cl > , x>o, 

to obtain for x > 0 that 
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f( - )tx) = & eiwx 
0 ( 

1 
W  (iu + 2u/( 1 - 2ux))/(/z + c) > 

+ w - ia ( > - e _ iWX 
W  

( 1 
’ ( - jw + 2a/( 1 - 2aX))/(A +c) > . 

BY definition of r(A), (l/a(/l)Vf’ + ‘(x&) 
= r(A)f’ - ‘(x,A) - f’ - ‘(x&2), that is, r(A) must exter- 

minate the exponentially growing terms in rf’ - ) -7’ - ), 
and from the above expressions we easily obtain 
[r(A)(w - ia) - ( - iu)]/w = 0, or r(A) = - iu/ 
(w - ia) as in the beginning. 

It is worth noting that for Dirac systems, single-pole 
reflection coefficients result in finite, discontinuous poten- 
tials. For the Schriidinger case, the corresponding case leads 
to a S-function potential. 

In the degenerate case c = 0 the slit contours described 
above are unnecessary; in fact, the theory proceeds much as 
in Ref. 14. Some examples with rational reflection coeffi- 
cients are given in Bava et a1.24p25 

Last, we turn to a two-pole case and work through an 
explicit solution when r(n) = ab /( w - iu) (w - ib) with 
- c<a<O and - c<b<O. Let r(A) = -ab/ 
(w-ia)(w-ib), -cCaaO,and -ccb<O.According 
to (3.1), 

t!(X) =( -$)J;m (w-;;;-ib) 

+5(;’ -“l)+$(y A)]dw 
=.A (xl +f2 (xl +A3 (xl, (4.3) 

with obvious notation. For x < 0 we integrate over the same 
contour as in the one-pole case for x < 0 with the result that 
t, (x) is purely imaginary. Again we omit the discrete part of 
(3.2),sothatR(x) =Oforx<Oby (3.2). 

Now consider x > 0. This time we evaluate (4.3 ) by inte- 
grating over a contour in the lower half-plane consisting of 
the real w axis from - R to R, where R > 0, and two vertical 
lines on either side of and near to the imaginary axis down to 
w = - ic and capped there with a small semicircle, together 
with small semicircles about each of w = ia and w = ib as in 
the previous case. The integral over the whole curve vanishes 
with its analytic integrand. Integrands over the vertical por- 
tions are purely imaginary for f2 (x) and f3 (x) and cancel 
forfi (x). Integrals over the circular “bubbles” are purely 
imaginary forf, (x) andf, (x). Therefore, the only contribu- 
tion to R(x) comes from the integrals over the bubbles from 
fi (x) . Shrinking the contour and using the residue theorem 
for the two bubbles (B) we obtain 

e - iwx 

(w-iu)(w-ib) 

+ purely imaginary 

= (viub res(ia> + z-iab res(ib)) 

+ purely imaginary 

= (Riab)( i1 9 (A+&) 
+ purely imaginary, 

ab R(x) = - 
b-a 

(e*” 

Write this as 

R(x) = N(e*“- eax), iV= 

As before, we consult (3.3) and put R(x + t) = 0 for 
x + t < 0 to conclude K ‘-‘(x,t) =Oforx+t<O,sothat 

N(e*(x+Y) _ ea(x+~)) + KC - )(x,y> 

x 

+ 
s 

K(-))(x,~)N(~*(~+~) - eacf+Y))dt = 0. (4.4) 
--Y 

We proceed to calculate K ( - ) (x,y) by entries. 
For the (1,l) entry let f(y) = KIT )(x,y), 

C= ab/(b - a), x fixed. Then 
0 = C(e*(“+y) - e”(“+Y)) +f(y) 

x 
+ 

I 
-yf(t)C(eb’r+Y’ - e”‘+Y))dt. (4.5) 

Define and then calculate 
x 

I(Y) = f 
-yf(t)C(eb”+Y’ - ea(‘+y))dt, 

x 
I’(Y) = 

s 
f(t)C(beb(r+y) - uea(‘+J’))dt , 

I”(y) =,r y)C(b -a) 

s 

x 
+ f(t)C(b2e”(f+y) - a2eo(l+Y))dt. 

--Y 

Using this we follow JordanI and apply the operator 
L= (d/dt-b) (d/dt-a) =d2/dt2 - (a+b) d/dt 
+ ab to (4.5) to obtain 

f”(y) - (a + b)f’(y) + abf(y) + abf( -y) = 0, (4.6) 
to which we attach the boundary conditions f( - x) = 0 
and, from the first derivative of (4.5), f’( - x) = - ab. 
Now letting 

y= (a2+b2)“*, 

f, (~1 = cash Y.Y + [(a + b)/yl sinh v, 
15 (Y) = (a + b)hb +Y, 

we see that fi and f2 are solutions of (4.6). Writing the gen- 
eral solution f(y) = c,fi (y) + cf2 (y) and applying the 
boundary conditions yields 
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c, (x) = - ub(cosh p 

- I (Q + b)/yl sinh yx)/W(x), 
~2 (x) = - ab(x - (a + b)/ub)/W(x), 

W(x) = cash ox - [(a + b)/y] sinh yx + “/(x - (a 

+bVy)t--inhyx+ [(u+bVy]coshyx). 

One can show that W(x) does not vanish. Feeding these into 
f(y) = K I,- ‘(x,y) results in 

K:;‘(x,y) = -ab 
K 

a+b coshyx-- sinh yx 
Y > 

x(Z+y)+(x-S) 
coshv+*sinhyy [W(x)]-’ 

Y >I 

forx+y>O. 
For the (2,2) entry f(y) = K 1; ‘(x,y) satisfies 
f”(y) - (a + b)f’(y) + @ f(y) - abf( -y) = 0, 
f( - x) = 0, f’( - x) = ub, 

and an analogous calculation gives 
K$;‘= -&([(a+b)/y]coshyy-sinhyx) 

+ub([(u+b)/y] coshp+sinhyy) 

X [ - (a + 6) sinh yx + y cash ‘yx] - ‘. 
For the ( 1,2) and (2,l) entries the nonhomogeneous 

terms in (4.4) vanish and we obtain K i2- ‘(x,y) 
=K:;‘(x,y) =o. 

To determine u(x) andp(x) we use (2.12). Forx = y 
the expressions for K ( - ) (x,y) reduce to 
Ii?;; )(x,x) = - ub [2x cash yx 

- ((a + b)*/2pb) sinh rx] [ W(x)] -I, 
K i; ) (x,x) = 2ab sinh yx/(y cash yx 

- (a + b) sinh yx). (4.7) 
Checking (2.12) we have 

u(x) = 0, p(x) = K i’-)(x) -K;;‘(x), x>o. 

The asymptotic form ofp(x) is available upon retaining only 
the growing exponential terms in (4.7). In particular, the 
coefficient of x in p(x) vanishes and leaves 
p(x) E l/(x + a), x--r co, where CT is a constant. 
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